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Extended OPF-Based Hierarchical Control for
Islanded AC Microgrids

Gibran Agundis-Tinajero, Nelson L. Diaz, Adriana C. Luna, Juan Segundo-Ramı́rez, Member, IEEE,
Nancy Visairo-Cruz, Member, IEEE, Josep M. Guerrero, Fellow, IEEE, Juan C. Vazquez, Member, IEEE.

Abstract—This paper presents the application of a hierarchical
control scheme for islanded AC microgrids with a primary
droop control and a centralized extended optimal power flow
control. The centralized control is responsible for computing
and sending, in an online manner, the control references to the
primary controls in order to achieve three operational goals,
i.e., improvement of the global efficiency, voltage regulation
through reactive power management and compliance of the
restrictions regarding the generation units capacities. Two case
studies are defined and online tested in a laboratory-scaled
microgrid implemented in the Microgrid Laboratory at Aalborg
University. The primary controllers are included in a real-time
simulation platform (dSPACE 1006), while the extended optimal
power flow is conducted in a central controller by using a Smart
Meter and LabVIEW for data acquisition and MATLAB for its
implementation, taking into account load and capacity profiles.
The obtained results show the reliability of the proposed scheme
in a real system and its advantages over the conventional droop
control.

Index Terms—Hierarchical control, droop characteristics, is-
landed, microgrid, optimization, power flow, steady-state solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS the microgrid concept is taking an important
role in enabling the integration of different distributed

generation (DG) technologies, including renewable energy
sources. The increasing integration of DG has meant a mod-
ernization of current electric power system by providing more
reliability and sustainability [1]–[3]. However, due to the
distributed operation of the generation units, new technical
challenges have emerged mainly related to the voltage quality
along the feeders and the proper power sharing considering
the capacity and characteristics of the DG units [4], [5].

As a matter of fact, islanded microgrids represent an ad-
ditional challenge since the DGs should perform a multifunc-
tional operation. Apart from supplying power and ensuring the
local demand, they should participate actively in the regula-
tion of the islanded power system [6]. Several authors have
addressed these challenges by developing different variants of
primary controllers for achieving the power-sharing function
between DGs [7]. Particularly, the droop-based methods have
been widely used in the literature due to their characteristics
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and advantages, such as high flexibility, reliability, and capa-
bility of managing active and reactive power sharing by relying
only on local measurements without the use of additional
communication among DG units [8], [9].

Commonly, the DGs are interconnected through long radial
feeders since they are usually far from the load location.
However, due to the line impedance between DGs, serious
problems appear related to power losses, reactive power flow
and voltage quality along the feeders [5], [10], [11]. This
kind of problems cannot be solved directly by the primary
controllers, which require the support of complex control
schemes for enhancing the operational characteristics required
in the microgrids by providing power flow control and voltage
regulation along the feeders [7], [9]. Hence, to cope with this
problem, hierarchical multilevel controls have been proposed
in the literature [7], [12]–[16].

In this regard, [12] presents a hierarchical control scheme
for droop based AC microgrids, mainly focused on decen-
tralized control for frequency regulation and active power
management but not for reactive power requirements. A hi-
erarchical control for AC and DC microgrids is shown in
[13]. In this contribution, a coordination strategy to ensure
the active power exchange is addressed. Additionally, the
frequency and buses voltage are maintained at rated values.
Nevertheless, only the active power management is addressed
and lines impedance between the DG units are neglected.
A hierarchical control including power flow optimization is
presented in [14], the authors minimize losses and ensure a
system frequency close to the nominal, leading to a frequency-
stable operation of the islanded microgrid; the optimization
is made offline and simulation case studies are presented.
In [15], an optimal power flow based on glow-worm swarm
optimization for islanded microgrids is presented, the power
flow method includes unbalanced systems, and the optimiza-
tion includes losses reduction and frequency constrains; the
optimization objectives are achieved but the authors conclude
that a reduction of computational time is needed for this ap-
proach. Recently, in [16], a multilayer scheme for active power
management and voltage control with an optimization stage for
cost minimization is presented; the control is validated through
simulation results.

Note that, in the previous literature different mathemat-
ical methods and hierarchical schemes for the power flow
based optimized operation of islanded microgrids have been
addressed; however, offline schemes without experimental val-
idation are presented. In this way, laboratory implementations
are needed to validate that in practical environments, the pro-
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posed approaches have a close performance as in simulation
stages even with system characteristics that were not modeled
in the design stage.

Regarding the aforementioned, this paper presents a
laboratory-scale evaluation of an optimal power flow as
a hierarchical control for the online operation of islanded
microgrids, additionally, in order to emulate practical situ-
ations encountered in islanded microgrids and to test the
online optimization included in the hierarchical control, the
case studies include random load profiles, random capacity
profiles, efficiency curves for the conversion units, and the
use of practical measurement instruments (smart meters) for
the control action, showing the challenges, advantages and
drawbacks of the proposed control scheme. Furthermore, in
order to give a self-content work which can be able to be
reproduced, the paper presents a detailed description of the
controls, parameters, the equipment and software used for the
implementation. On the other hand, it is important to mention
that in this contribution, the optimization is made online and
is activated when changes in the loads or the generation
capacities occur, allowing an optimal operational performance
for unpredicted loads or generation capacities changes in the
islanded microgrid.

This paper proposes a hierarchical control scheme which
includes a primary conventional droop control and a central-
ized extended optimal power flow (EOPF) control which is
responsible of the active and reactive power sharing man-
agement. The online optimization is based, but not limited,
on three operational objectives, i.e., efficiency improvement,
voltage regulation and generation capacity constrains for the
DG units. It is important to notice that, unlike the control
schemes which incorporate the power flow for power sharing
[9], in the proposed hierarchical scheme, the control dynamics
of each DG unit are taken into account by including the droop
characteristics in the conventional power flow formulation.
In this way, the optimization of the droop characteristic
coefficients and voltage references of the primary DG unit
controls can be performed in order to achieve the operational
objectives.

Please notice that, the proposed hierarchical control scheme
can perform active and reactive power sharing and voltage
regulation of several buses taking into account frequency
variations, transmission lines impedance, capacities of the
DG units. Additionally, since the control scheme is based
on the extended optimal power flow, it is not limited to a
specific islanded microgrid topology, therefore, it can be easily
modified in the EOPF control stage.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
a detailed explanation of the proposed hierarchical control
scheme, including the primary control, the extended power
flow formulation and the optimization model. In Section
III, the microgrid which is used as the test system and its
laboratory implementation are shown. In Section IV, two case
studies are addressed to show the reliability and advantages of
the proposed control. Finally, in Section V, the conclusions of
this work are discussed.

II. PROPOSED EOPF HIERARCHICAL CONTROL

Under islanded operation, at least one of the DG has to
assume the responsibility of forming and ensuring the power
balance in the islanded power system. This role may be
assumed simultaneously by several DGs operating as grid-
forming units in a multi-master configuration using droop con-
trol loops [17], [18]. The level of contribution of each DG in
the power balance of the islanded system is defined following
the frequency/active power (P -ω) and voltage/reactive power
(Q-V ) droop characteristics, which can be expressed as [19],

ω “ ω˚ ´Kp
nPn (1)

Vn “ V ˚n ´K
q
nQn (2)

where, ω˚ is the nominal angular frequency of the system,
V ˚n is the voltage amplitude reference of each n-th DG unit,
Kp
n and Kq

n are the (P -ω) and (Q-V ) droop coefficients,
respectively [19]. The droop characteristics are defined by the
aforementioned parameters as shown in Fig. 1. In accordance
to the active and reactive power demand, the droop charac-
teristics will determine the resultant angular frequency of the
islanded power system (ω) and the voltage (Vn) of each DG
unit, which as mentioned above, determine the proportion of
active and reactive power shared by each DG. In this sense,
it is possible to define the steady-state operation of each DG
by adjusting the parameters of the droop characteristics.
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Fig. 1. Conventional droop characteristics [19].

Commonly, the DG are integrated through feeders since the
energy sources may be located away from the load centers and
points of common coupling (PCCs) as shown in Fig. 2 [20].
In this way, the reactive power sharing is affected by the line
impedance along feeders [21], [22]. Additionally, the voltage
quality at the PCCs and load centers may be compromised due
to the effect of the (Q-V ) droop control loops, and the voltage
drop across the line impedance. On the other hand, the (P -ω)
droop control can achieve an accurate active power sharing
[23]; however, the total power contribution of each DG may
be determined by the rated power of each energy resource.

On top of that, heterogeneous energy resources may require
conversion stages of different characteristics in order to enable
the integration of the primary energy resource to the power AC
grid. This fact means different efficiencies in the conversion
process, which should be also considered for defining the
power contribution of each DG in order to enhance the global
efficiency of the islanded microgrid [24].

Regarding the aforementioned, the proposed EOPF hierar-
chical control has the purpose of managing the active and
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Fig. 2. Single line diagram of a microgrid with multiple feeders.

reactive power sharing, to achieve the specific operational
goals of the islanded microgrid, such as:
‚ Maximize the global efficiency of the microgrid.
‚ PCC voltage regulation.
‚ Maintain the active and reactive power supplied by the

DG units within its capacities.
These goals are reached through the optimal selection of

the droop characteristic coefficients Kp
n and Kq

n, and voltage
references of each DG unit in accordance to (1) and (2), which
are included in an extended power flow formulation.

EOPF
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Control
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topology and 

parameters

SM

Fig. 3. Hierarchical control scheme.

The proposed hierarchical control includes a primary con-
ventional droop control and a centralized extended optimal
power flow control level. The EOPF control level is responsi-
ble of computing and sending the droop references Kp

n, K
q
n,

and V ˚n for each DG unit primary control as shown in Fig. 3.
In order to perform this computation, the information of the
microgrid topology, loads and DG units capacities are needed,
additionally, a set of constrained nonlinear functions repre-
senting the operational goals is required by the optimization
method.

It is important to mention that, the online operation of the
EOPF control is activated when changes in the load or in the
DG units generation capacities occur, in this way, this is an
important contribution compared to conventional approaches
based on offline optimization schemes. In this work, the
changes of generation capacities are performed by random
profiles for each DG unit to emulate the changes in the primary
energy resources, i.e., wind, solar, among others. Usually, the
capacity information is sent from a tertiary control, such as,

energy management systems (EMS) [25]; however, this control
layer is beyond the scope of this paper but might be added in
future works.

In light of the above, a detailed explanation of each stage of
the hierarchical control scheme, i.e., primary control, extended
power flow and the optimization formulation are addressed
below.

A. Primary control: grid-forming droop control
The primary control level is responsible for performing the

grid-forming function. This stage is composed of an inner
current control loop and an outer voltage control loop which
define the control signals for operating the conversion stage
as an ideal AC voltage source with a given amplitude |V | and
frequency ω [17]. Fig. 4 shows the scheme of the primary
controllers working on the dq reference frame. The voltage
and frequency references for the voltage sources are derived
from the droop control loops, which in turn, receive the droop
coefficient (Kp

n, K
q
n) and voltage reference (V ˚n ) values from

a higher control level (the centralized EOPF control).
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Fig. 4. Basic grid-forming control structure [17].

Due to changing operating circumstances (i.e., the profiles
of generation from the DGs and consumption from the loads)
the parameters of the droop characteristics, which are defined
by the centralized EOPF, should be adjusted for achieving the
operational goals of the islanded microgrid. The variations in
the parameters of the droop characteristics, and more specifi-
cally in the droop coefficients (Kp

n and Kq
n) affect directly the

dynamic and steady-state performance of the islanded power
system (Kp

n and Kq
n). Because of that, it is important to define

the nominal values for the droop coefficient that ensure the
stability and proper dynamic behavior of the microgrid. The
stability analysis is out of the scope of the paper, however,
interested readers may refer to [26], in which a small-signal
stability analysis is performed for an islanded microgrid.

Accordingly, Table I summarizes the nominal parameters
selected for the case study microgrid as well as the parameters
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of the inner and the outer control loops at the primary control
level. Please notice that, for all DG units in this work, for both
PI controllers in each loop (current and voltage) the parameters
are the same.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE PRIMARY CONTROL

Parameter Symbol Value

P ´ ω droop coefficient Kp 1.25ˆ10´5

Q ´ V droop coefficient Kq 1ˆ10´3

Current loop proportional gain Kpc 20
Current loop integral gain Kic 40
Voltage loop proportional gain Kpv 2.4ˆ10´2

Voltage loop integral gain Kiv 4.5
Commutation frequency fc 10 kHz

B. Extended optimal power flow formulation

In electric power systems, the power flow (PF) formulation
relies on the well-known power balance equations [27],

Pn “
N
ÿ

m“1

|Vn||Vm||Ynm|cospθnm ´ δn ` δmq

for n “ 1, ..., N (3)

Qn “ ´
N
ÿ

m“1

|Vn||Vm||Ynm|sinpθnm ´ δn ` δmq

for n “ 1, ..., N (4)

where |Vn|, |Vm|, δn and δm are the magnitudes and phase
angles of the n-th and m-th bus voltages, respectively. |Ynm|
and θnm are the magnitude and phase angle of the admittance
matrix elements, respectively.

Depending on the topology of the system, the power
flow can be formulated using three types of buses: voltage-
controlled (PV), load (PQ) and slack [28]. In this way, the
active power injected to the system by the PV buses is fixed
and known, while the slack bus provides the missing active
and reactive power needed by the system.

In islanded droop controlled microgrids, this conventional
power flow approach cannot be used in most of the cases
because the following reasons [1], [29]: 1) The DG units used
in a microgrid have a limited capacity, therefore, a slack bus
cannot be assigned for all the operating conditions. 2) The
active and reactive power sharing among the DG units depends
on the droop characteristics and cannot be pre-specified such
as in the conventional power flow. 3) The frequency in an
islanded microgrid is changing constantly within a range,
while in the conventional power flow, it is considered always
fixed.

In regard to the aforementioned, an extra bus classification
has to be included to take into account the droop controlled
DG units, hereafter called droop buses (DB) [29]. The DB
formulation relies on the droop characteristic equations (1)
and (2), notice that from these equations the active and reactive
power given by the n-th DG unit can be defined as,

Pn “
ω˚ ´ ω

Kp
n

(5)

Qn “
V ˚n ´ |Vn|

Kq
n

(6)

therefore, the mismatching equations ∆Pn and ∆Qn for the
n-th DG unit become,

„

∆Pn
∆Qn



“

«

Pn ´ p
ω˚
´ω

Kp
n
q

Qn ´ p
V ˚
n ´|Vn|

Kq
n

q

ff

(7)

Observe that, in (7) the angular frequency is still unknown,
therefore, an extra equation related to it has to be included.
To overcome this problem, one voltage angle of the DG units
is fixed and its active power equation is used as the angular
frequency equation as follows [30],

»

–

∆Pn
∆Qn
∆ω

fi

fl “

»

—

–

Pn ´ p
ω˚
´ω

Kp
n
q

Qn ´ p
V ˚
n ´|Vn|

Kq
n

q

Kp
nPm ´ pω

˚ ´ ωq

fi

ffi

fl

(8)

where Pm is the active power of the fixed angle bus.
The set of mismatching equations given in (8) completes

the power flow formulation of the droop buses, which can be
used together with the conventional PV and PQ buses [29].
It is important to notice that the control references Kp

n, Kq
n,

and V ˚n that affect the steady-state behavior of the islanded
microgrid appear explicitly in the DB formulation, giving the
opportunity to use them as variables in the optimization stage.

C. Optimization problem formulation

In order to compute the droop characteristics and voltage
reference of each DG unit, an optimization problem has to be
solved. The formulation of the problem is specified as follows,

minx fpxq such that

#

cpxq ď 0
lb ă x ă ub

(9)

where x are the variables to optimize, fpxq is the function to
minimize, cpxq is a nonlinear function, and lb and ub the lower
and upper bound restrictions for the x values, respectively.

The equations proposed for the optimization formulation are
based on three operational goals of the islanded microgrid:

1) The losses of each DG unit is minimized based on their
efficiency curves, maximizing the global efficiency of
the microgrid.

2) The voltages on the PCCs are maintained close to 1 p.u.
through reactive power management.

3) The power injected by the DG units cannot exceed its
maximum capacity (Sn ă Smaxn ).

The variables to optimize are the droop characteristics and
reference values of the primary control Kp

n, Kq
n, and V ˚n . The

formulation of each operational goal as a function is explained
in detail below.
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1) DG units efficiency function: The efficiency of the DG
units is defined based on the relationship between the output
power delivered to the microgrid and the input power provided
by the primary source [24],

ηn “
P outn

P inn
(10)

this efficiency represents the losses due to conversion, switch-
ing of electronic devices, among others. Additionally, the total
losses depend on the characteristics of the technology used,
the operating point and the switching frequency [24].

In this way, the efficiency of an inverter can be represented
graphically for all the load range that it is able to handle.
These efficiency curves can be obtained with simulation or
experimentally and approximated by a second order function
as follows [24],

ηn “
α1
nP

in
n ` α0

n

P in2

n ` β1
nP

in
n ` β0

n

(11)

where α1
n, α0

n, β1
n and β0

n are the coefficients obtained with
the simulation or experimental results of the n-th DG unit.

Hence, in a microgrid composed by n DG units, the global
efficiency can be maximized with the reduction of the total
losses in the DG units, taking into account that, in the test
islanded microgrid the losses in the feeders can be neglected,
otherwise, the conductor losses have to be taken into account.

Notice that (11) computes the efficiency using the P inn
but in the power flow method the power computed is P outn ,
therefore, substituting P inn “ P outn {η, (11) is reformulated and
the following quadratic equation is obtained,

η2n ` ηn

´β1
n

β0
n

P outn ´
α0
n

β0
n

¯

`
P out

2

n

β0
n

´
α1
n

β0
n

P outn “ 0 (12)

finally, solving (12) the value of ηn is obtained.
Regarding the aforementioned, this operational goal can be

formulated in the optimization problem as follows,

Fη “
N
ÿ

n“1

pP inn ´ P outn q2 (13)

where N is the number of DG units. Observe that, if all the DG
units are working with an ideal efficiency (η “ 1), the function
Fη will be equal to zero, in this way, the minimization of this
function will maximize the efficiency of the microgrid. In the
case studies presented below, the efficiency parameters used
for the DG units were extracted from [24] and are shown in
Table II, additionally, the resulting efficiency curves of each
DG unit is shown in Fig. 5.

2) PCCs voltage regulation function: Since the power flow
solution gives the system bus voltage magnitudes in p.u.,
the function used to achieve this operational goal can be
formulated as follows,

FV “
N
ÿ

n“1

pVPCCn ´ V
ref q2 (14)

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE EFFICIENCY CURVES

Curve α1
n α0

n β1
n β0

n

η1 7.317 -0.081 5.85 0.77
η2 5.072 -0.037 4.4 0.18
η3 8.249 -0.113 5.45 2.15
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Fig. 5. Efficiency curves of the DG units [24].

notice that if the magnitudes of voltages VPCCn are equal to
the voltage reference V ref “ 1 p.u., the summation of the
function will be equal to zero. It is important to note that the
voltage in the different PCCs is related to the reactive power
as shown in (2), in this way, the voltage is regulated with
reactive power management (selecting Kq

n and V ˚n ), without
the need of an extra control loop.

3) Power restriction: The power restriction is included in
the optimization problem as an inequality function in cpxq ď 0
as,

cpxq “ Sn ´ Smaxn ď 0, for n “ 1, ..., N (15)

while this inequality is true, the power injected by the n-th
DG unit will not exceed its capacity.

Regarding the aforementioned, the optimization problem is
built as a sum of each operational goal function, subject to the
capacity restriction as follows,

minx fpxq “ αFη ` βFV
Subject to S´ Smax ď 0 (16)

where α and β are weights, the solution of this problem gives
the control references Kp

“ rKp
1 , ...,K

p
ns, Kq

“ rKq
1 , ...,K

q
ns,

and V˚ “ rV ˚1 , ..., V ˚n s. In order to have a better understating
of the optimization, in Fig. 6 a flowchart of the EOPF is shown.
Note that, since the optimal formulation is performed through
the power flow, other operational goals can be added easily
for different MG topologies that might need specific features,
such as, losses minimization [31] (for both active and reactive
power), cost minimization [32], among others.

It is important to mention that, in this work the problem
is solved using the fmincon optimization tool of MATLAB,
which for the test system used, has a good performance in
terms of computation time, i.e., 1.58 seconds per optimization
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with an error tolerance of 1ˆ10´6; however, other optimiza-
tion techniques can be used to solve the minimization problem
shown in (16).

Start

Initialize 

x= [Kp ;Kq ;V*]

Compute the steady state 
solution using the extended

Compute
f(x) and c(x)

min f(x)

Subject to c(x)

End

New selection of

x= [Kp ;Kq ;V*]

No

Yes

power flow eq. (8)

equations (13)-(15)

eq. (16)

Fig. 6. Control optimization flowchart.

III. TEST SYSTEM AND LABORATORY IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 7 shows the single line diagram of the three-phase
microgrid used as test system. It includes three dispatchable
DG units with LC-filters connected to each PCC through a
RL feeder impedance, two fixed R loads wye-connected to
PCC1 and PCC3, and a variable PQ load connected to PCC2.
Additionally, the PCCs are connected through RL lines and
the variable load is measured by a smart meter (SM).

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF THE MICROGRID

Parameter Symbol Value

Nominal voltage V RMS
L´L 400 V

Nominal frequency f˚ 50 Hz
Nominal capacity Smax 2.5 kVA
Nominal DC voltage VDC 650 V
Filter resistance R11, R12, R21, R22, R31, R32 0.1 Ω

Filter inductance L11, L12, L21, L22, L31, L32 1.25 mH
Filter capacitance C11, C21, C31 27 µF
Feeder resistance Rf1, Rf2, Rf3 0.1 Ω

Feeder inductance Lf1, Lf2, Lf3 1.25 mH
Line resistance RLin1, RLin2 0.45 Ω

Line inductance LLin1, LLin2 1.45 mH
Wye-resistance load RL1, RL2 119 Ω

The primary control is modeled and included in a real
time platform (dSPACE 1006), while the EOPF stage is

PCC1

R11

PCC2 PCC3

R12

R13

R22

R21 R31

R32

L11

L12 L22

L21 L31

L32

C11 R23 C21

RLin1 LLin1 RLin2 LLin2

R33 C31

RL1 RL2

PQ Load

EOPF 

control

Primary 

control
Primary 

control

Primary 

control

DG unit 1 DG unit 2 DG unit 3

VDC VDC VDC

SM

f1

f1

f2

f2

f3

f3

22 2

Fig. 7. Single line diagram of the three-phase microgrid test system.

dSPACE

DG units

Variable 

load

RL lines

Fixed

load

Central 

PC

Smart

Meter

Fig. 8. Laboratory implementation of the islanded microgrid.

incorporated in a central computer (CPC) which sends and
receives information to the dSPACE via ethernet using a User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) [33].

For the measurement of the variable load, a Kamstrup
Smart Meter is used. The SM is connected to a central
data base, which is responsible of handle and synchronize
the information sent by one or a cluster of SMs [34]. The
communication implemented in the laboratory is the TCP/IP
connection, which allows an easy incorporation of several SMs
working over the same network structure [34].

The communication between the dSPACE and the CPC is
performed through an interface using the professional software
LabVIEW [35]. The SM is constantly sending the measures
of the variable load to the central data base, which in turn
sends the information to the CPC through the LabVIEW
interface; if there is a change of load with respect to the
last measurement received, it calls the MATLAB software
to perform the optimization process. The CPC sends the
computed control parameters to the dSPACE and it uses this
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Fig. 10. Case II: Hierarchical control scheme response under load and capacity profiles.

information in the DG units primary control.
The parameters of the test microgrid are shown in Table

III, they were obtained from the real values of the laboratory
implementation, which was made in the Microgrid Research
Laboratory in Aalborg University [33] with an online archi-
tecture as can be seen in Fig. 8.

IV. CASE STUDIES

To validate the proposed hierarchical scheme, in this section
two case studies of the islanded MG under different practical
operational conditions are presented. In the first case study,
the load connected to the PCC2 is changing following a
load profile. The load profile has 24 changes made every 30
seconds, emulating a load variation every hour in a day.

In a practical MG based on variable energy resources (solar,
wind, etc.), the power that can be injected by the DG units is
not always constant. In this way, power capacity profiles are
included for each DG unit in the second case study, emulating
the variation in the primary energy resources and to take into
account this effect in the performance of the control.

In both cases, the control of the islanded microgrid is
performed online using the hierarchical control and the mea-
surements of the SM; however, in the first case study, the
experiment is also conducted using only the conventional
droop control to show the advantages of the proposed control
scheme.

A. Case I: Load profile

The results obtained in this case for both, conventional
droop control and the proposed hierarchical control, are shown
in Fig. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. Besides, the load profiles
for active and reactive power and the capacities for the DG
units are shown in Fig. 9(c).

Notice that, using the conventional droop control, due to
the control references Kp

n, Kq
n, and V ˚n are the same for all

the DG units, the active and reactive power shared among the
units is very similar (Fig. 9(a.1) and 9(a.3)). Consequently,
the efficiency of each DG unit is not taken into account in the
operation of the microgrid as can be seen in Fig. 9(a.2), where
in the worst case, drops up to 83 %. Additionally, observe that
the PCCs voltage are always below 1 p.u., which in the worst
case, drops up to 0.98 p.u. when the reactive power load is
incremented.

On the other hand, using the EOPF control, observe in Fig.
9(b.1) that in order to get a better efficiency, each DG unit
shares a different amount of active power depending on its
efficiency curve. Notice Fig. 9(b.2) that, in the worst case,
the efficiency drops up to 93 %. Additionally, in this case,
the PCCs voltage are maintained close to 1 p.u., which in the
worst case, drops up to 0.99 p.u.

Note that, the desired operational goals proposed in Section
IV are achieved taking into account random load variations
and measurements from a practical Smart Meter. In this case,
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compared with the conventional droop control, the efficiency
is improved 10 % and the voltage is regulated closer to the
desired nominal value.

B. Case II: Load and capacity profiles

The results obtained for the second case study are shown in
Fig. 10. The load and capacity profiles are shown in Figures
10(c) and 10(f), respectively. Notice that the capacity of the
DG units changes constantly causing a variation of the active
and reactive powers injected by the DG units, because of the
restriction of the capacity limits included in the EOPF control.

Despite the changes of active and reactive power due to
the capacity restriction, the PCCs voltage are kept close to
the nominal voltage value, having in the worst case a drop
up to 0.98 p.u. On the other hand, observe in Fig. 10(b) that
the control tries to maximize the efficiency but the capacity
restrictions limit the control optimization, i.e., if the n-th DG
unit best efficiency is reached at 1.5 kW but the power capacity
drops to 1 kW, it will not be able to reach its best efficiency.

The results obtained in the case studies show that the pro-
posed hierarchical control is a reliable online scheme capable
to manage different operational conditions, such as, random
load and capacity profiles, and including practical devices such
as the SM. On the other hand, the optimal extended power
flow, which is based on the conventional formulation, has the
advantage that any change in the microgrid topology can be
updated in an easy and straightforward manner, besides, the
operational goals can be also changed or improved depending
on the operational needs of the islanded microgrid.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the application of a hierarchical control
scheme with a primary droop control and a central extended
optimal power flow for the online operation of islanded micro-
grids is presented. Two case studies of an islanded microgrid
were implemented in the laboratory and online tested, consid-
ering three different PCCs, frequency variations, transmission
lines impedance, efficiency characteristic curves of each DG
unit, random capacities of the DG units and load variations.
The control scheme optimally tuned, in an online manner,
the droop characteristics and voltage control parameters to
perform active and reactive power management to achieve
voltage regulation, maximum efficiency, while maintaining the
capacity constraints of each DG unit.

The results obtained in the case studies revealed the ap-
plicability, advantages and drawbacks of the control scheme.
It was shown that even with random PQ load and capacity
variations, the proposed control, working online, regulates
the voltage magnitude of the different PCCs and maximizes
the efficiency of the DG units. On the other hand, notice
that the computation time for the optimization method in the
hierarchical control is less than 2 seconds which, in tertiary
control schemes, is a good time for power management as
seen in the results. Therefore, it is shown that the application
of power flow based hierarchical control schemes contributes
to the system to achieve optimized operating points in a
reliable way. Notice that, the case studies reported in this paper

consider always enough generation capacity for supplying the
local loads; however, in future works will consider lower
generation capacities than the total load and energy storage
systems in grid-connected and islanded microgrids.
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